All Conditions. All Classes. All Climates.

BABYKART. This is the first step in karting for the 5-8 year old racer.
The B25 is one of the most popular karts in the Birel line-up and is now
available from your nearest MRP/Birel dealer.
The B25 is designed for safety and comes
race ready with the reliable COMER C-50
Babykart engine, Bridgestone tires and
Birel's MTS* motorsport package which
includes anodized aluminum components
and "MOTORSPORT" steering wheel.

B25MTS

Babykart

Comer C-50 engine package
Standard MTS* accessory package
25mm chassis construction
25mm Freeline axle
Adjustable front ride-height
Genuine Freeline aluminum wheels
Rear Freeline cast brake caliper
Freeline CIK bodywork
Optional Birel castor/camber adjusters
Turn-Key* (add only fuel & oil)
Bridgestone tires
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For more information:

The B25 comes standard with the Birel MTS* accessory
package and turn-key COMER C-50 engine package. The
kart also features Bridgestone tires and Freeline
bodywork.

2009 MRP Motorsport / www.GoBirel.com. All Rights Reserved. Birel & Freeline are trademarks of Birel SpA. *Some assembly required. Sticker kit not included.
*Birel MTS accessory package includes aluminum anodized components & "Motorsport" steering wheel.

All Conditions.
All Classes.
All Climates.
JUNIOR KARTS. Birel offers the most successful, most popular junior karts currently available. With the multitude of Junior classes out there, the
C28z and the AR28z models fill several roles. The C28 is a short wheelbase, scaled down chassis that is suitable for the popular Comer Cadet class while also
able to compete in 60cc Jr. Shifter or the fast growing Rotax MicroMax & MiniMax classes.
The AR28z comes in as the premier junior model for the 8-15 year old. Coming standard with the MTS* accessory package and with the X-system adjustable
wheelbase, the AR28Z can provide a winning package in Jr. Sportsman, 4-cycle, TaG Jr. or 100cc Jr. classes.

C28Z

Cadet/MiniMax/60cc Shifter

for ages 8-12 years old

AR28Z

Jr. Sportsman/100cc Jr.

MTS

for ages 8-15 years old

28mm chassis construction

X-system adjustable wheelbase*

30mm or 40mm Freeline axle

Birel MTS* accessory package

Birel hybrid brake system

28mm chassis construction

Optional castor/camber adjusters

30mm or 40mm Freeline axle

Genuine Freeline aluminum wheels

Adjustable rear ride-height

Adjustable rear ride height

Freeline cast hydraulic brakes

Removable front torsion bar

Genuine Freeline magnesium wheels

Optional rear torsion bar

Removable front torsion bar

Freeline CIK03-style bodywork

Optional rear torsion bar

Freeline aluminum motor mount

Optional castor/camber adjusters

Optional COMER 80cc or Rotax engine package

Freeline CIK03 bodywork
Freeline aluminum motor mount

X

Removable 8.5L fuel tank

-SYSTEM

For full chassis specifications, visit:
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For more information:

The "X" system allows the AR28Z chassis to have three different
wheelbase settings for varying track conditions, tire compounds
or driver preference. In addition, there are two ride-height
settings, giving the AR28Z more adjustment capabilities than any
other kart in its class.

North American Importer for World Champion

The AR28Z is available with Birel factory graphics kit (shown above).
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